
Killeshal have established a working relationship with two Chinese companies to 
launch a full range of natural stone products, with a particular emphasis on 
granite, marble and sandstone. In line with our core product range, we mainly 
focus on the areas of paving, kerbs and bollards. However, our partners' flexibility 
is such that they are capable of manufacturing almost anything, using either their 
standard designs or to a customised format to suit your specifications. All 
products are available in a range of finishes. 

If it is a rustic garden edging you are looking for or a street kerb that will age as well as it stands 
the test of time, you will have to go a very long way to find a better material than natural granite. 
We have sourced a multitude of quality stones from all over Asia and farther afield, each with a 
distinctive character to help you create a truly distinctive design. Several  are available at 
truly competitive prices, so allow your imagination to run free.

We have devised a list of standard kerb sizes which are as follows, but please do tell us if you 
have another specification in mind, as it is no problem whatsoever to produce to any 
specifications. 

Standard Natural Stone Kerb Sizes: 150 x   50 x 914mm Half Batter
230 x 125 x 914mm Half Batter
230 x 125 x 914mm Bullnose

…450mm and 300mm lengths also available as standard

finishes

Special Curved Kerb

Half Batter Kerb

Natural Stone Kerbs
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To complement our standard range of bollards and other natural stone products, 
we are delighted to offer you fine-crafted solid granite bollards. Our partners 
have standard designs, but all are hand crafted by skilled tradesmen, so specials 
and variations on standard bollards present no problem. Here are some of the 
bollard types that have been produced to date. As always, bollards are available 
in a variety of  and 

If your project requires a very personal stamp, talk to us. You will be pleasantly 
surprised at our level of versatility and cost competitiveness.

Standard sizes for standard double and single ring bollards: 1200 x 280mm
  1200 x 300mm
  900 x 280mm
  900 x 300mm

natural stones finishes.
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In conjunction with our Chinese partners, Killeshal are very excited to offer you a 
full range of natural granite paving solutions. Our natural stone paving range is 
characterised by its versatility and its universally attractive appearance. Packed 
with care and shipped to site, quality is guaranteed and our prices are extremely 
attractive. All paving solutions are available in a range of and can be 
tumbled for a rustic look. Colours and finishes have been illustrated to the best of 
our ability on this website, but it is advisable to make decisions on material and 
finish from actual stone samples. 

Standard Sizes – Cobbles: 100 x 100 x 100mm
100 x 200 x 100mm
100 x 100 x 60mm
100 x 200 x 60mm
150 x 150 x 60mm

Standard Sizes – Paving: 300 x 300mm
300 x 600mm
400 x 400mm
450 x 400mm
450 x 600mm
600 x 600mm
900 x 600mm

Tactile, lozenge and corduroy flags are also available in natural stone in our 
standard size (400 x 400 x 50mm) in accordance with IS EN 1339: 2003: 

 finishes 

Natural Stone Paving
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Our strength in this market is our versatility coupled with our cost competitiveness. Our partners 
have the skills to produce to almost any specification and extensive experience in producing 
bespoke designs from any , to any material finish. 

Natural Stone Specials
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G664 G682 G683 

G684 (Fuding Black) 

G603 is very popular on the Irish Market as it is very similar to 
traditional Wicklow granite in appearance. We have sourced 
the very best of Chinese Granite, which features excellent 
mica deposits. Beautiful when flamed, brushed, polished, bush 
hammered and tumbled, it looks excellent in the rain.

G636 is another stone we are very excited about. The pinkish hue 
which is the signature look of the stone gives it a lively feel compared 
to other forms of granite. Similar to G603, it looks as well in the rain 
as it does in the sunshine. It looks beautiful when flamed, brushed, 
polished, bush hammered and tumbled. As you would expect with 
granite, it is hard wearing and ages like a fine wine. 

Here are some of our other stones available for purchase. The photo samples portray the stone 
when polished, but many other  are available for outdoor paved environments.finishes

G439 G558 G562 

G606 G611 G612 

Natural Stone Options
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G614 G617 G623 

G633 G634 G635 

G636 G640 G646 

G648 G654 (Fine Grained) G654 (Coarse Grained) 

G655 G657 G663 

Natural Stone Options
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Antique (Flamed and Brushed) Bush Hammered (Fine Picked) 
Material: G684  Material: G603 

Polished Chiselled 
Material: G603 Material: G654 

Honed  Pineapple (Rough Picked) 
Material: G654 Material: G603 

Flamed  Cut (Sawn) 
Material: G654 Material: G603 

Natural (Cleft) Sandblasted 
Material: G603 Material: G654 

Stone Finishes
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